The LMDI-100 Serial Data Interface connects a Digital Lighting Management (DLM) local network to a third party system for coordinated control of devices including lighting controls, AV equipment, shade controls and user interfaces by either system.

- RS-232 interface connects DLM local network to 3rd party control system
- Facilitates combining DLM with A/V and shade control systems
- Provides access to local network data including occupancy status
- RS-232 communication at 9600, 19200, 38400, 57600 or 115200 baud; default is 19200
- Integral message protocol eliminates the need for interface configuration
- Status LEDs for transmit and receive allow simple verification of connectivity
- RoHS compliant
- Qualifies for ARRA-funded public works projects

**SPECIFICATIONS**

**ADDITIONAL INFORMATION**

**MODELS**
Product Number: LMDI-100-U

**GENERAL INFO**
Typical Applications: Conference Rooms, Training Centers, Auditoriums, Theaters
Type: Serial Data Interface
Special Features: UL 2043 Plenum Rated

**LISTING AGENCIES/THIRD PARTY CERTIFICATIONS**
RoHS: Yes
FEATURES & BENEFITS
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MODELS
Product Number: LMDI-100-U
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Amps: 15mA
Volts: 24VDC